BIRDS
A bird doesn't sing because it has an answer, it sings because it has a song.

Maya Angelou
BIRDS

Softbird / 08
Lovebird / 14
Blackbird / 22
Mybird / 28
FULL COLLECTION OF FABRICS AND LEATHERS AVAILABLE:

- armchair Specchio I natur
- armchair Linen L007 I natur
- armchair Tweedy 5 black-white
- armchair Aniline 8 black

Softbird

Armchair variants:
- Armchair
- Armchair with lift
- Armchair with memory function
- Footstool

Accessories:
- Cushion
- Headrest L-46
- Coffee table

Extra dimensions:
- Depth of seat
- Swivel black or white

Legs
Lovebird
FULL COLLECTION OF FABRICS AND LEATHERS AVAILABLE.

Lovebird

- armchair
  - Arya 5 grey-black
  - Togo 7 dark-grey
  - Avatar 1 natur
  - Nancy 5 light-grey

- armchair with buttons
  - with tilt

- armchair with tufting
  - with tilt

- armchair with memory function

accessories

- coffee table

extra dimensions

- depth of seat

legs

- swivel
  - black or white
Blackbird

armchair
Aniline black

armchair
Aniline nature

accessories

armchair
armchair with lift
armchair with memory function

footstool

cushion
sheepskin cover
coffee table

extra dimensions

legs

depth of seat

swivel
black or white
Mybird
Mybird

accessories

extra dimensions

legs

cushion

sheepskin cover

coffee table

depth of seat

swivel
black or white